NEW INTRODUCTIONS 2019

Sweet

GET A TASTE OF THE
See what we’re serving up! Our latest introductions
run the gamut from new shapes to new colors and
new glazes—and on to new horizons! From mugs
to serveware to the lightest plates we’ve ever
made (and more!), we present inspiration to help
you create beautiful tables.
For a century and a half, that’s been our goal. We
stay ahead of trends to help chefs and restaurateurs
find the ware they need to showcase menu items,
impress guests, and keep up check averages. We
do it with forward-thinking products that are still
made in the USA, still handcrafted, and still the
best the industry has to offer.
Inside are vibrant new colors, bold new patterns,
inspiring textures, and rich photography chock
full of plating ideas. Take a bite and find the flavor
that fits your mood.

NEW FLAVOR

NEW LIGHTWEIGHT

GA LA

Gala™ is our lightest-ever dinnerware and also a brand-new
shape. It’s the ultimate accompaniment for many settings: highend restaurants and other white-tablecloth environments, all
catering and banquet operations, and any other dining occasion.
Elegant and refined, Gala blends ultra-light weight for ease of
use with durability for maximum wear life.

platters
wide rim plates
11-1/2" X 8-5/8"		17137400 service plate 11-1/4"		17007400
9" X 6-7/8"		17147400 dinner plate 10-3/8"		17017400
lunch plate 9"		17027400
salad plate 7-3/4" 		17037400
B&B plate 6-1/4" 		17047400

bowls
pasta 11-1/4" 14 oz 17087400
rim soup 9-1/2"12 oz 17057400
mid rim plates
dinner plate 10-3/8"		17177400
lunch plate 9" 		17187400
salad plate 7-3/4" 		17197400
B&B plate 6-1/2" 		17207400

bowls
grapefruit 8"
fruit 6"

10 oz 17157400
4 oz 17077400

stack bouillon
ovide bouillon
8 oz 17227400
10 oz 17237400

mug

stack cup

14 oz 17167400

8 oz 17117400

ovide cup

10 oz 17107400

saucer
6-1/2" 		17127400

GA LA
PAT T E R N S

Gala™ is loaded with subtle angles to play with light. You can also
choose from patterns to increase eye appeal. Mia Gold and Mia
Platinum have a single elegant metallic band around the outer
rim. Ella Gold and Ella Platinum start with that outer band and
also add a second metallic band within the well. English Ivy Grey
accents the rim with a delicate vine and leaf pattern. Gossamer
Gray and Gossamer Pink feature an intricate lace pattern in a
broad band around the entire rim.

Ella Gold 7405*
Ella Platinum 7407*

Mia Gold 7404*
Mia Platinum 7406*

Gossamer Gray 42128

Gossamer Pink 42129

English Ivy Grey 7401
*non-microwavable precious metal

plates
6-3/4"		
1461344
7-1/4"		
464344
9"		
465344
10-1/2"		
466344

platters
9-5/8"		
456344
11-5/8"		
457344
13-5/8"		
458344

chowder bowl
22 oz 576344
gusto bowl
28 oz 723344

rim soup
9"
13-1/4 oz 451344

bowls
14-1/4 oz 460344
19 oz 461344

stack cereal bowl
11 oz 472344

bouillon
6-3/4 oz 450344

ramekin
4-1/16" x 2-1/16"8 oz

java mug
12 oz 5703344

mug

cup

saucer
5-7/8"		
470344

7-3/4 oz 452344

568344

10-1/4 oz 453344

Named for the way the dinnerware recalls the colors of an airy
spring meadow, the newest Fiesta® color brings an impeccable
balance of calm and bright, making it ideal for any dining occasion.
This soft medium green soothes the senses and complements
other Fiesta colors. Meadow lends itself to a variety of color
combinations that are sure to please chefs looking for creative
plating options and mix-and-match tabletops.

Meadow

QUARRY

Like gently buffed stone, the satiny finish of Quarry
becomes a canvas on which creative chefs can plate their
artistic concepts. Its surface was specifically designed to
complement—but never overshadow—the rich colors and
textures of perfectly prepared foods. Quarry’s hidden depths
reveal subtly melded hues of gray, olive, and blue, depending
on the lighting. An understated yet bold choice, Quarry lets
the food shine.
plates
6-1/4"		
120642000
7-3/8"		
120742000
9"		
120842000
10-3/4"		
121042000

oval platter
12"		
122442000

options bowl
11-5/8"
61 oz 08142000

bowl
5"

mug

14 oz 120542000

short bouillon
4-3/8"
9 oz 122042000

14 oz 122242000

saucer
6-1/4"		
121442000

café mug
14 oz 224041841

café mug
14 oz 224041842

café mug
14 oz 224041843

café mug
14 oz 224041700

A refreshing new addition to the Fresco line—Fresco Hues mugs.
Inspired by our Fresco Hues bowls, the mugs feature the same
vibrant interiors in a 14-ounce café mug. Available in Robin’s
Egg Blue,Goldenrod, Lemongrass, and original Fresco. The
counterpoint of colors and textures adds depth, dimension, and
personality to the dining experience.

fresco
robin’s egg blue 41841

goldenrod 41842

lemongrass 41843

Fresco 41700

New from Hall China—the unique shadings of Sepia™ and Pesto®,
now on popular completer items. The rich color tones liven up
a conventional table, a formal environment, or act as the focal
point of a tablescape. They complement the Homer Laughlin
dinnerware available in the same colors, but these bold and
substantial offerings are also potent enough to stand on
their own.

Sepia/Pesto
sepia 0ASEA

pesto 0APEA

oval baker

6 oz
10 oz

5700ASEA
5710ASEA

8 oz

4980APEA

soufflé

round soufflé/ crème brulee
8 oz 8640ASEA

rarebit/ au gratin
6 oz 5200APEA
8 oz 5270APEA

salsa bowl

salsa dish

5 oz

1780ASEA

4 oz

7760APEA

fluted ramekin
2 oz 45310ASEA
4 oz 45330ASEA
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